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Abstract— Vehicular adhoc networks are becoming a 
popular and promising technology in the modern 
intelligent transportation world. As per the safety 
applications of VANETs any information circulating 
through the network can be life crucial. So the integrity 
of the information is a critical need. The mobility of the 
nodes and the volatile nature of the connections in the 
network has made VANET vulnerable to many security 
threats. One of the major attack that exhausts the 
network by illegitimately using all of its resources is 
DDOS attack. In this type of attack an attacker fakes 
multiple identities of nodes i-e uses spoofed IP addresses 
to exhaust the network by circulating bogus messages 
and making it deny to cater to legitimate requests for 
services. So before the proper deployment of this 
network practically its security needs must be met. In 
this paper a DDOS attack detection and then prevention 
scheme is proposed. The basic principle is keeping a 
check on the number of packets being injected into the 
network. The proposed structure of this scheme causes 
almost no overhead on the network resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Every year, as the architectural infrastructure is 
getting more sophisticated yet crowded and with 
growing number of vehicles on the road the need to 
make driving a more organized act is becoming 
important.  For an organized traffic flow vehicles need 
to have a constant information supply about locations, 
surrounding traffic scenarios, routes etc. 

There can be many categories of information that 
can be helpful to organize the traffic in a better way 
e.g. information to assist driver and about the safety of 
both the driver and the car, traffic jam warning, news 
about an accident, message from the preceding vehicles 
about brakes, road maintenance, distance between two 
adjacent vehicles and many other messages that can 
prevent an accident or harm [1-2]. Keeping these needs 
in regard the concept of Intelligent Transportation 
System ITS emerged. Its main aim is to make driving 
and safety conditions better and also provide on the go 
infotainment. For this information between the vehicles 
and some control units was necessary to share, and to 
do this sharing an Ad Hoc vehicular network is created 
[23-32].  

VANET is a subclass of MANET with the only 
difference that here mobile nodes are vehicles, moving 
in multitude of directions n varying speeds [3]. Nodes 
in VANET i.e. vehicles or road side units can 
communicate with each other in single hop or multiple 
hops [4]. 

A. DDOS Attacks 
For the DDOS attack the attacker can be in two 

forms; insider and outsider. An insider attacker can 
pollute the network by sending dummy data packets 
and hence ceasing the network from doing some 
productive work. While an outsider will spoof the ids 
of actual nodes and will repeatedly exhaust the network 
resources e.g. bandwidth by sending useless/fake 
messages to a targeted node [14]. In DDOS attacks the 
outsider attacker manipulates the weaknesses of the 
legitimate nodes of network and launches attack 
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through multiple such nodes towards one victim by 
flooding it with bogus messages so much that it will be 
too exhausted to communicate with other legitimate 
requests. 

Targeted resources could be bandwidth, memory, 
CPU cycles, file descriptors, buffers etc. Once the 
weaknesses of nodes are found they are exploited, 
malicious code is then run on these nodes called 
handlers then.  These infected machines can now not 
only launch the attack but can also infect other nodes 
and can turn them into so called zombies or slaves. 
Now from the back end the actual attacker commands 
its army of infected nodes to launch a synchronized 
attack [20]. Dealing with DDOS attacks is there for a 
difficult task because the attacks are launched from 
multiple sources [15]. The manipulated nodes might 
never know that what they are being used for. In some 
cases, the target of attackers is not the vehicle but RSU, 
the purpose of such an attack is to bring down the 
infrastructure module so that if vehicles want to 
communicate with infrastructure, the RSU will not be 
able to respond to them [16]. 

Figure 1. DDoS attack model 

As VANET works in real time scenario so a 
disruption in its normal functionality can cause the loss 
of life crucial information. Usually the attacker will 
launch the attack i.e. will start flooding with fake 
messages parallel to normal broadcast timings. This 
synchronization between the normal messages and 
malicious ones will make the packets to collide with 
each other and hence causes confusion for the receiver 
that which messages are real and which ones are fake. 
[13] 

Figure 2.  Illustration of the DDoS attack scenario [20] 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [16], author’s proposed methodology is based 
upon the knowledge that the DSRC has a separate 
channel for transmitting safety messages, so a check 
can be kept on the number of safety packets to be 
transmitted only. Author suggests that in a specific 
time period e.g. 30 seconds only 15 safety packets must 
be allowed to send from a specific IP node to another. 
The packets will be counted as soon as the first safety 
message is sent from that IP. If abnormal number of 
safety packets are sent from that IP, RSU is informed. 
But a concern arises here that a DDOS attack cannot 
not be launched only via safety messages. In [17] a 
method to detect DDOS is presented by analyzing 
traffic flow in the network. This method uses: The 
Traffic Analyser, the Fuzzification, the Fuzzy Inference 
Engine, the Knowledge Base, and Forensic Analyzer. 
Traffic patterns are read from a trace file and log files 
are created. Then by using fuzzy algorithm analysis is 
carried out. The analysis is the crunch of this whole 
process, it provides information like where why, when 
and by whom an incident took place in network and 
then draw conclusion about the happening of an attack. 
In [18] a filtering based methodology is proposed to 
detect DDOS attacks. This scheme works against the IP 
spoofing phenomenon which is the basis of DDOS 
attack. The algorithm of detection works at victim’s 
side independently and collects the source data of its 
clients, e.g. source IP addresses, how many hops is the 
server away in no attack instances. So when an attack 
is detected, on the basis of already collected data of 
actual packets, legitimate and malicious packets can be 
filtered out. In the scheme the source address is 
classified into different fields making the information 
extraction fast and easy. In [14-18] the concept of 
clustering the nodes into groups on the basis of specific 
parameters is used for scalable communication within a 
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cluster and between clusters a RSUs. The parameters 
used to form clusters are battery power, connectivity, 
memory and distances between nodes. The most 
feasible node from a group of nodes is made a cluster 
head. The responsibilities of cluster head include 
collecting the information of group members such as 
ids, max flooding n max packet drop, as well to 
communicate with RSU on behalf of all the nodes in a 
cluster. To communicate with RSU a cluster head 
locates nearest RSU and sends a message n required 
info, on the basis of info received RSU passes a 
conclusion about any node being malicious or not and 
then informs cluster head to terminate that nodes 
connection. Once again traffic pattern is scrutinized to 
look up for any anomalies leading to DDOS attack. 
According to author in a normal scenario the abrupt 
disruptions in traffic flow is monitored on the basis of 
two statistical parameters i.e. volume and flow of data 
packets in bytes transmitted in network. A 
cryptographic defense mechanism is used for 
classification and filtering of attacks packets. If a 
packet is identified as a malicious packet, it is blocked 
at the external boarder line router of network and the 
victim is saved at an initial stage. Before initiating the 
communication both the participating entities must 
identify and authenticate themselves to avoid IP 
spoofing. And for the authentication of the packets 
being transmitted hash based cryptography is used. In 
the spoofed IPs of attacker ids are identified by 
comparing them with the already existing data base of 
existing IP addresses. Within the network at regular 
basis, announcing packets are transmitted by each 
vehicle in the network to all the neighboring vehicles to 
inform them about their presence and stay updated 
about theirs and to gain information about next node. In 
this scenario each node in the network has an updated 
database about its surroundings. In the case of presence 
of an attacker a node will find a duplicate IP address in 
their data log and such identical addresses will be 
considered as attackers. An attacked packet detection 
algorithm through which vehicles communicate with 
RSU. This mechanism gains information about the 
communicating vehicles exact location. After that 
details about the packets broadcasted via that vehicles 
are collected; mainly the frequency and velocity of 
packets. Depending on these variables values decision 
is made that it’s an attacking vehicle or safe one. [18-
26] 

In our base papers the idea which is exploited is 
about the average time of a communication session 
between two nodes is short, while an attacker node will 
keep on transmitting packets to the victim node for an 
extended period and will flood it. So according to the 

proposed algorithm the average time of communication 
between two normal nodes is computed and stored as 
max threshold value. For all the future communication 
sessions their time interval is compared with threshold 
value. If the input value increases the max value, the 
sender node will be considered as malicious and is 
terminated. [23-30] 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In base paper the author has exploited the fact that 
in normal scenario two nodes will communicate for a 
short interval of time while in case of a malicious and 
victim node, their communication will be either 
stretched for an abnormally long period or may be for 
infinite time. So author is proposing to differentiate 
between an attacker and a normal node on the basis of 
comparison of their communication time period with a 
threshold time. 

Figure 3. Flow chart of proposed scheme 

As DDOS attack is all about flooding a victim to the 
level of exhaustion by sending abnormally large 
number of packets, so why not identify the attacker by 
keeping a check on the number of packets sent by a 
node, or a potential attacker? In our proposed scheme 
we are considering the advantage of better battery 
power resource as the nodes in this case are vehicles. 
So we can use an algorithm which can run on the OBU 
of every vehicle continuously to detect an attacker. 
Let’s consider a random vehicle in VANET, which is 
receiving request messages from multiple IPs (other 
vehicles) at the same time. In the designed algorithm, 
OBU will receive these request messages sent from 
multiple senders and the information about these 
senders i.e. their IPs and the packets they are sending 
will be forwarded to the Counter module.  

Now as shown in figure 3, this counter takes input 
from a timer, that triggers the counter to start counting 
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at time t0 and then stops/restarts when a particular time 
interval is over, in our case this time interval is of 10 
seconds. In these 10 seconds counter will count the 
packets sent by every sender to that particular vehicle 
and forwards that packet count of each IP to the 
comparator. After counting packets for 10 seconds the 
counter will restart to count the upcoming packets. The 
comparator’s job is to compare the packet count sent in 
that time period, of each sender IP with a max 
threshold value. This max threshold value is obtained 
from normal traffic scenario. If the comparator finds 
any sender’s IP more than the threshold value, it will 
pass that sender’s id to the “alarm message module”. 
This module is required to do two tasks, it will send a 
message to vehicle’s OBU to immediately terminate 
any sort of communication with that malicious IP and 
also sends a message to RSU to alarm it about the 
attacker node so that the RSU sends a message to all 
the vehicles in the networks in advance, to not to 
initiate communication with attacker IP. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

For implementation we have used simulator NS 
2.35 and for processing the results from trace files of 
our designed network AWK scripts are used. VANET 
is implemented using following node configurations:  

A. Simulation Results 
In fig 4 it is evident that with the increasing number 

of attackers the number of flooding increases but the 
proposed method is capable of minimizing the flooding 
more efficiently than the base paper’s defense 
mechanism. 

Figure 4. Comparison between base & proposed method’s 
efficiency 

In figure 5 the count of packets in the network is 
given vs the simulation time. It can be seen that before 
the attack was launched at t=4 sec the number of 
packets in the network was according to the normal 
communication between the nodes. At t=4 when the 
attack is launched we can see a sudden and a huge 
increase in traffic resulting in a sharp peak but within 
few seconds the packet count was reduced back to a 

reasonable number as the proposed algorithm defended 
the attack. 

In figure 6 the packet delivery ratio is shown. It can 
be noticed that the packet delivery ratio of proposed 
algorithm is better than the existing algorithm. 
.

Figure 5. Approx. number of packets in the network during the 
simulation time  

Figure 6. Comparison between packet delivery ratio of proposed 
and existing defense mechanism 

V. CONCLUSION

Vehicular Adhoc networks is an emerging 
technology with many promising features to offer.  
Only if the security hazards in these types of networks 
are taken care of, VANET can be integrated with the 
upcoming era of automobile technology as an essential. 
In our proposed scheme we have attempted to secure 
the network against the most common form of network 
attacks- DDOS. Our focus was to do the task with 
posing minimum overhead on network and using the 
available resources. The results of our designed 
algorithm are satisfying enough but still there is a lot 
more scope for future work to achieve maximum 
efficiency. 
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